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Abstract. Software teams are increasingly adopting User-Centered De-
sign (UCD) approaches to navigate complex problems, focusing on em-
pathy, creativity, and iterative learning for a deep understanding of users’
needs. Despite UCD’s advantages, transitioning from conceptual proto-
types to concrete requirements, such as detailed user stories, remains
challenging. This paper introduces Collab2US, a tool designed to au-
tomate the conversion of UCD outcomes into structured user stories.
Collab2US tackles the challenge of converting collaborative ideation out-
comes into a structured product backlog of software requirements. It
supports IT professionals’ workflow by integrating Miro for ideation and
Trello for backlog organization, streamlining the process of turning col-
laborative ideas into user stories. An initial evaluation of Collab2US has
shown it can aid software teams in turning team insights into user stories
for product backlogs.
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1 Introduction

Software teams have long embraced User-Centered Design (UCD) approaches
to handle complex problems by incorporating empathy, creativity, and itera-
tive learning [1]. This design philosophy motivates teams to deeply understand
users’ needs, redefine problems, and propose innovative solutions through rapid
prototyping and validation [12].

Despite the benefits of using UCD approaches, transitioning from broad,
conceptual outcomes as solution prototypes to concrete requirements, such as
detailed user stories for product backlogs, still represents an open gap [14]. In
addition, the shift to remote work has further highlighted the importance of
collaborative tools in this context [10], emphasizing the need for methodologies
that support seamless ideation and prototyping across distributed teams.

In this scenario, our research focuses on supporting IT professionals in ef-
fectively translating user-focused insights generated from UCD processes into
requirements. To do this, we developed Collab2US, a tool that automates the
conversion of UCD outcomes into structured user stories.

To enhance the transition from brainstorming to execution, Collab2US lever-
ages tools such as Miro to enable teams to visually organize their ideas and in-
sights. This approach facilitates a more seamless move from ideation to practical
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application. Early outcomes suggest that Collab2US aids in incorporating UCD
insights into the requirements engineering phase. This process ensures that soft-
ware development is more directly aligned with the requirements and preferences
of users, leading to more user-friendly and effective software solutions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
Collab2US tool, adhering to the Design Science Research (DSR) methodology,
which encompasses Problem Understanding, Solution Design, and Early Valida-
tion. Section 3 presents the preliminary results from using the tool, and Section
4 concludes with final considerations and outlines future work.

2 Collab2US tool

This section details the Collab2US tool. Section 2.1 outlines our approach to
problem understanding, while Section 2.2 sheds light on the solution design.
Section 2.3 offers a brief initial validation.

Collab2US aims to bridge the gap between the outcomes of collaborative
ideation and prototyping sessions inspired by User-Centered Design methods
and the creation of a backlog containing a list of software requirements. The
aim is to contribute to addressing the research question: How can software
teams effectively translate UCD-based artifacts into backlog items,
ensuring that user-centric insights are seamlessly integrated into the
Requirements Engineering process?

Inspired by the DSR methodology for the conception and design of Col-
lab2US, we incorporated insights from Runeson et al. (2020) [13], targeting prac-
tical problems through the design and analysis of artifacts within their context.
DSR is focused on enhancing problem spaces by generating tailored, human-
designed solutions. DSR is characterized by its emphasis on the novelty of the
artifact and its theoretical and practical contributions.

Figure 1 details our DSR-based research methodology. We implemented the
Design Science Research framework iteratively, beginning with the Problem Un-
derstanding activity, followed by Solution Design and Validation activities.

Problem
understanding Problem instance SolutionSolution

Design

Evaluation

Literature
analysis

Lack of computational resources to
facilitate the transformation of
collaborative ideation outputs into user
stories for product backlogs.

"Collab2US": a tool designed to gather
data from collaborative boards and
translate it into user stories, in order to
facilitate the seamless integration of User-
Centered Design (UCD) insights into
software requirements.

Initial
Simulation

Research question: How can software teams effectively translate UCD-based artifacts into backlog items, ensuring that
user-centric insights are seamlessly integrated into the Requirements Engineering process?

Fig. 1. DSR-based Solution Design
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2.1 Problem Understanding

To understand the problem, we analyzed studies from literature, including (i)
Parizi et al.(2022) [7], which emphasizes the growing adoption of UCD techniques
in software development, highlights challenges and the lack of tools to support
the use of Design Thinking (DT) in software development, including the pro-
posal for a DT techniques recommendation system [6,8,9]; (ii) Alhazmi et. al
(2020)[2], which presents an integrated framework of DT and Scrum specifically
for requirements engineering management, underscoring the need to overcome
certain endeavor, such as achieving a comprehensive understanding of customer
needs and addressing the implications of challenges like frequent requirements
changes, and; (iii) Correa et. al (2021)[11] who, despite recognizing the benefits
of applying UCD techniques in software development, underlined the challenges
of their integration with agile methods. So, based on the studies’ results, we de-
fined the following problem instance (Figure 1): Lack of computational tools to
facilitate the transformation of collaborative ideation outputs into user stories
for product backlogs.

2.2 Solution Design

Inspired by the problem instance, we proposed Collab2US to support software
teams by automating the gathering of insights from collaborative boards and
converting these insights into user stories. In addition, our proposal is to create
and add the stories into a Kanban-style project board that serves as the Product
Backlog. Figure 2 illustrates the application scenario for Collab2US.

Collab2US integrates 2 tools (i) Miro1, which provides a synchronous and
remote collaboration environment open to ideation activities, and (ii) Trello2,
which offers a space for activity management and project administration. The
tool is available at https://collab2usvfinal.vercel.app/. In the first version
of Collab2US, we focus on the use of Miro and Trello once they are two tools
widely known by software development professionals.

To use the tool, users must provide an API (Application Programming Inter-
face) key for Miro and both an API key and a connection Token for Trello. These
details can be easily obtained on their respective platforms. Once connected to
Collab2US, users will gain access to their Miro boards and have the capability to
generate user stories from the information gathered by Collab2US. Furthermore,
they can create a Trello board to organize the product backlog.

The initial version of Collab2US requires as input Miro boards structured
into frames according to a template 3 (Figure 3): ≺Personas≻, ≺Features≻, and
≺Intents≻, defined as follows:

≺Personas≻ represent the target users and their respective contexts, profiles,
and needs within the project (e.g. Keynote speaker);

1 https://miro.com
2 https://trello.com
3 https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVKd2aXrk=/?share_link_id=915205396090
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Fig. 2. Collab2US application scenario

Fig. 3. Miro Template for Collab2US

≺Features≻ denote the functionalities or specific capabilities that the prod-
uct must provide to meet the needs of the personas (e.g. To publish a work);
≺Intents≻ encapsulate the intentions or goals users have when interacting
with the product or service, reflecting the actions they wish to perform (e.g.
To access the keynote area).

Once the user stories for the selected board have been generated, the user
can proceed to create a Trello board through Collab2US to serve as the product
backlog. Collab2US uploads the user stories to Trello, organizes the kanban with
spaces for To Do, Doing, and Done, and places the user stories, organized by
persona and feature, in the To Do space. Finally, the user is notified by the tool
whether the backlog creation process has been successfully completed.

Table 1 displays the set of features of Collab2US. For the implementation
of Collab2US, we utilized the Python language. We connected to the APIs of
Miro, to collect data from collaborative boards, and of Trello, to generate boards
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Table 1. Collab2US’ features

Features

Connect to Miro to collect insights in collaborative
boards

Generate user stories based on the relationships of
the collected elements

Collect the Miro boards of the connected user Present the generated user stories to the user
Analyze if the Miro board is in accordance with the re-
quired template

Connect to Trello to organize the product backlog

Collect the personas defined in the selected Miro board Generate a Trello board referring to the selected
Miro Board

Collect the features defined in the selected Miro board Generate lists of cards in Trello following the Kan-
ban model To Do, Doing, and Done

Collect the intents defined in the selected Miro board Create a card for each generated user story in the
To Do list

Capture the connections made between the elements
Personas, Features, and Intents

Create Tag labels for the cards using the Personas
and Features

Notify the user that the cards have been created in Trello Provide help on how to use the tool

with requirements in the form of user stories. We employed the Python Flask
framework4 to implement a web version of the tool, which is hosted on a web
server provided by the Vercel platform5.

2.3 Tool’s Early Evaluation

To conduct an initial evaluation of the tool, we collaboratively created two boards
on Miro, following the model suggested in Section 2.2. During this preliminary
phase, our goal was to deeply understand the capabilities of the tool and its
alignment with our expectations based on predefined requirements. The collab-
orative creation of the boards allowed us to explore the tool’s functionality in
real-time, facilitating a practical assessment of its features and usability. This ap-
proach provided valuable insights into how the tool could support our workflow
and enhance efficiency in translating collaborative ideas into user stories.

3 Preliminary Results

To initially evaluate Collab2US, we utilized two test boards created in Miro. To
this end, the authors of this paper simulated a DT session to assist in proposing
a system for aiding the organization of an academic event.

The process began with an ideation activity in Miro (Figure 3). Next, the
ideas were organized according to the template provided by the Collab2US tool
(Personas, Features, and Intents). With the Miro board prepared, we utilized the
Collab2US tool (Figure 4). In Figure 4–A, we connected to the tool by entering
the Miro API Key (to connect to Miro and gather the board data) and the Trello
API Key and Token (to generate the board, cards, and user stories in Trello).

Subsequently, Collab2US displayed the available boards in Trello for the con-
nected account (Figure 4–B). Then, through the ”Generate” button, Collab2US

4 https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/3.0.x/
5 https://vercel.com/
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generated the user stories from the Miro board. Collab2US then presented the
Personas, Features, and Intents, as shown in Figure 4–C. Finally, via the “Ex-
port to Trello” button, the tool created a Trello board containing the system
features proposed by the participants (Figure 4–D). Figure 5 displays the Trello
Board generated in Trello by the Collab2US tool, with the system requirements.

As a result, the initial version of the Collab2US tool shows potential to assist
development teams in translating insights developed in activities based on UCD
methods, using Miro, into user stories in Kanban format, contributing to the
construction of the product Backlog with the system requirements.

There are related tools for generating user stories, each addressing different
aspects of software development. For instance, AQUSA [4] focuses on evaluating
and improving the quality of user stories using Natural Language Processing
techniques. The Semi-Automatic User Stories Generation tool [5] measures user
experience by creating user stories through intelligent agents that simulate char-
acter interactions. In contrast, Collab2US facilitates the initial conversion of
collaborative design ideas into structured user stories by integrating Miro and
Trello, streamlining the ideation-to-backlog process.

4 Final Considerations and Future Work

In this work, we presented Collab2US tool to bridge the gap between collab-
orative ideation and prototyping sessions inspired by UCD methods and the
creation of a software requirements backlog. Drawing from the DSR methodol-

A B

C D

Fig. 4. Collab2US Screens
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Fig. 5. Trello board generated by Collab2US

ogy, we addressed the challenge of translating collaborative outputs into user
stories for product backlogs.

Through an iterative process involving problem understanding, solution de-
sign, and early validation, Collab2US has shown promise in facilitating a seam-
less transition from ideation to implementation. Our initial evaluation, leveraging
the Miro tool for collaborative board creation and Trello for backlog organiza-
tion, indicates that Collab2US effectively captures user needs and supports agile
project management practices. This work lays the foundation for future enhance-
ments and wider adoption, aiming to improve software development workflows
by integrating UCD insights into agile methodologies.

While the results are preliminary and controlled, we acknowledge the need
for external evaluations in production environments to mitigate potential bi-
ases from the developers. For future work, we plan to implement features like
Trello and Miro account logins to enhance integration and user experience. Ad-
ditionally, we will use the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [3] to assess
professionals’ willingness to use Collab2US and conduct real-world experiments
to evaluate its effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction. This combined ap-
proach will provide a comprehensive assessment of Collab2US’s impact on soft-
ware development by generating user stories from UCD-based boards.

Tool’s Video: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.11398419
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